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OUR CONSTITUTION: A LIVING DOCUMENT

 Our Constitution accepts the necessity of modifications according to

changing needs of the society.

 In the actual working of the Constitution, there has been enough

flexibility of interpretations.

 Both political practice and judicial rulings have shown maturity and

flexibility in implementing the Constitution.

 These factors have made our Constitution a living document rather

than a closed and static rulebook.
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Constitution Amendment: Process

 Article 368: …Parliament may in

exercise of its constituent power

amend by way of addition,

variation or repeal any provision

of this Constitution in accordance

with the procedure laid down in

this article.

 The Indian Constitution combines

both the characteristics of

flexibility and rigidity in the

amendment process.

SOURCE:NCERT
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CLASSIFICATION OF AMENDMENTS MADE SO FAR MAY INTO THREE GROUPS

 Amendments, which are of a technical or administrative nature and were only

clarifications, explanations, and minor modifications etc. of the original

provisions.

e.g., increasing the age of retirement of High Court judges from 60 to 62 years

(15th amendment)
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 Differing Interpretations

e.g., Many times, the Parliament did not agree with the judicial interpretation and

therefore, sought to amend the Constitution to overcome the ruling of the

judiciary.

 Amendments through Political Consensus

e.g., the anti-defection amendments (52nd and 91st), the 61st amendment

bringing down the minimum age for voting from 21 to 18 years, the 73rd and

the 74th amendments, etc
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BASIC STRUCTURE AND EVOLUTION OF THE CONSTITUTION

 One thing that has had a long lasting effect on the evolution of the Indian

Constitution is the theory of the basic structure of the Constitution.

 The Judiciary advanced this theory in the famous case of Kesavananda

Bharati. This ruling has contributed to the evolution of the Constitution in the

following ways:

 It has set specific limits to Parliament’s power to amend the Constitution. It

says that no amendment can violate the basic structure of the Constitution;

 It allows Parliament to amend any and all parts of the Constitution (within this

limitation); and

 It places the Judiciary as the final authority in deciding if an amendment

violates basic structure and what constitutes the basic structure.
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REVIEW OF THE CONSTITUTION 

 In the year 2000 a commission to review the working of the Constitution

was appointed by the Government of India under the chairmanship of a

retired Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, Justice Venkatachaliah.

 The commission stuck to the theory of basic structure and did not suggest

any measures that would endanger the basic structure of the Constitution.

This shows the significance of the basic structure doctrine in our

constitutional practice.
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IMPORTANT AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION

1. The Constitution (First Amendment) Act, 1950— The amendment inserted two

new Articles, 31A and 31B and the Ninth Schedule to give protection from

challenge to land reform laws.

2. The Constitution (Seventh Amendment) Act, 1956— This amendment Act to

give effect to the recommendations of the State Reorganisation Commission.

3. Twenty-Fourth Amendment 1971

4. Twenty-Fifth Amendment 1971
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Important Amendments to the Constitution

5. Forty-second Amendment 1976- It is called a mini-Constitution and had been

affected on the recommendations of the Swaran Singh Committee in 1976

with the following important elements:

 Amendment of the Preamble: the words `SOCIALIST, SECULAR and integrity’

were inserted.

 All DPSPs are given precedence over all FRs

 Amendment of article 39 to include that children are given opportunities

and facilities to develop in a healthy manner and in conditions of freedom

and dignity and that childhood and youth are protected against exploitation

and against moral and material abandonment.
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 Insertion of new article 39A: Equal justice and free legal aid.

 Insertion of new Part IVA: FUNDAMENTAL DUTIES (Art.51A)

 use 1971 census figures for election till 2000 AD and freeze the LS and

Assembly strength till 2001 census as otherwise the states with more

population will gain and those limiting population will lose

 TRIBUNALS: 323A and 323B- Administrative tribunals and other tribunals are

to be introduced to decongest the courts and speed of disposal of cases.

 There shall be no limitation on the constituent power of Parliament to

amend Constitution

 Amendment of the Seventh Schedule. Forests, education etc should be

shifted from State List to Concurrent List
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Important Amendments to the Constitution

6. The Constitution (Forty-fourth Amendment) Act, 1978—The right to property

which had been the occasion for more than one amendment of Constitution

was omitted as a Fundamental Right and it was made into an ordinary a legal

right- Art.300A.

Article 352 of the Constitution was amended to provide "armed rebellion" as

one of the circumstances for declaration of emergency replacing `internal

disturbance’. Internal disturbance not amounting to armed rebellion would not

be a ground for the issuance of a Proclamation. Emergency and President's rule

provisions were strengthened. President is empowered to return the advice

given by the Union Council of Ministers once for reconsideration- Art.74 being

amended for this.
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Important Amendments to the Constitution

7. The Constitution (Fifty-second Amendment) Act, 1985—Anti-defection law

and the Tenth Schedule.

8. The Constitution (Sixty-first Amendment) Act, 1989—The Act provides for

reducing voting age from 21 to 18 years by amending Article 326 of the

Constitution.

9. The Constitution (Seventy-third Amendment) Act, 1993—Panchayats

10. The Constitution (Seventy-fourth Amendment) Act, 1993—Nagarapalikas
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Important Amendments to the Constitution

11.87th Amendment Act, 2003 - delimitation of constituencies for LS and LA

elections on the basis of 2001 census

12.88thAmendment Act, 2003- Service tax amendment (not notified)

13.91st Amendment Act relates to strengthening the anti-defection law and

limiting the size of the ministries

14.92nd amendment Act relates to inclusion of four languages in the Eighth

Schedule- Bodo, Dogri, Maithili and Santhali

15.93rd CAA for reservation
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Important Amendments to the Constitution

16.100th CAA involves Amendment of First Schedule to Constitution. Exchange

of enclaves consequent to the agreement between India and Bangladesh

17.101 CAA: GST

18.102st Amendment Act: NCBC Act 2018

19.103rd CAA about EWS

20.104th : Amend article 334; To extend the reservation of seats for SCs and STs

in the Lok Sabha and states assemblies from Seventy years to Eighty years.

Removed the reserved seats for the Anglo-Indian community in the Lok

Sabha and state assemblies

21.105th: Amended Article 338B, 342A and 366; To restore states' power to make

their own OBC lists. Annulling Supreme Court judgement of 11 May 2021.
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